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re-released the game, this time including the 5
dlc packs, this version comes with the following

features: original assets: all 5 dlcs (and the
original far cry 5 files) can be played offline and
works like the original game. completely uncut.

original game & dlc assets: the whole game runs
from media. no need to install them, everything

is there. new achievements & trophies in
addition to original game achievements new
sounds, models, animations, achievements,

trophies and new cutscenes all maps are
complete. partially new scripting (like pick up &

drop, ai behavior, exiting and entering the
homes) uncut gameplay (best experience)

search & destroy multiplayer gameplay new
settings & user interface options episodes 1 and
2 from far cry 3 have been re-skinned and made

accessible offline. corrected a couple minor
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glitches. completely rewritten basesystem.
stabilized engine. new hd texture pack (new ui,

new sounds, models, maps, icons, settings,
more in far cry 5) new compatible linux / 64-bit

build with steam platform support. fully updated
installer might not work with steam version

(however it’s easy to add) better error reporting
(crash reports) better shutdown and blackscreen

handling (black screen fix) gpu profiles option
for more options and/or better settings edited

high resolution textures new radial menu (easy
to activate) improved user interface (ui) options

(ribbonbar, etc.) new material: tree material.
light weight tree (simplest tree material for

outpost) new user interface (ui): new ui, new
icons, switch resolution option, crash reporting

and display options new asset cache
management system. removed and added files.
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welcome to st.john’s, a small fishing community
in newfoundland, known as the gateway to the
coldest, cleanest water on earth. this stunning

new chapter in far cry history unites four
disparate stories from across the world into one,
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epic saga: america, africa, asia, and europe. get
ready for war. kyrat is on the brink of imploding

and the local rebels stand ready to fight for
independence. with its new gameplay and social

features, far cry 5 is the deepest, most
immersive far cry experience yet. and nowhere

is safe as friends and enemies become one. only
you can decide who lives and dies.
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